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Abstract: The uneven spatial and temporal distribution of water resources has consistently been
one of the most significant limiting factors for social development in many regions. Furthermore,
with the intensification of climate change, this inequality is progressively widening, posing a critical
challenge to the sustainable development of human societies. The construction of large-scale water
projects has become one of the crucial means to address the contradictions between water supply
and demand. Thus, evaluating the functional aspects of water source network structures and
systematically planning the layout of engineering measures in a scientifically reasonable manner
are pressing issues that require urgent attention in current research efforts. Addressing this, our
study takes the Erhai Lake basin and the surrounding areas in southwest China as the study area
and combines landscape ecology and network analysis theory methods to propose a water supply
network analysis method that takes into account both structure and node characteristics. Based
on this methodology, we analyze the connectivity characteristics of water supply networks in the
Erhai region under current (2020) and future (2035) planning scenarios. The results show that there
were 215 nodes and 216 links in the water supply network of the Erhai Lake basin in 2020; with the
implementation of a series of water conservancy projects, the planned 2035 water supply network
will increase by 122 nodes and 163 links, and the connectivity of the regional water network will be
significantly improved. Also, we identify some key nodes in the network, and the results show that
the water supply network in 2035 will have obvious decentralization characteristics compared with
that in 2020. And, based on the network degradation analysis, we find that with the implementation
of engineering measures, the resilience of the water supply network will be significantly strengthened
by 2035, with stronger risk tolerance. This study extends the quantitative representation of water
source network characteristics, which can provide a useful reference for water network structure
planning and optimization.

Keywords: water supply system; hydrological connectivity; landscape ecology; network analysis
theory; failure risk analysis

1. Introduction

Water resources are among the most precious resources on Earth and represent a critical
factor in sustaining human and ecosystem health. However, water resource management
has been facing a big challenge in recent years. Population growth and the temporal–spatial
mismatch of water resources exert immense pressure on the sustainable supply and quality
of water. Particularly, extreme events like droughts and floods are becoming more frequent
in the context of climate change, exacerbating the uneven distribution of water resources.
In this situation, ensuring reliable water supply has become a key factor limiting economic
and social development and ecological health [1,2] in many regions. Therefore, researching
the coordination and complementarity between water sources and supply networks has
become a crucial issue in water resource management and regulation.
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The water resource system is a dual-cycle system that involves the deep coupling
of natural hydrological processes and human-controlled management. Natural water
network characteristics determine the endowment of water resources in a region. In
humid areas, river networks are dense; water systems are well connected; and the spatial
and temporal distribution of water resources is relatively balanced. Conversely, arid
regions have poor endowment of water resources. Therefore, enhancing the connectivity
among water sources and improving the coordination and complementarity among supply
networks are essential strategies to address sustainable development issues in arid regions.
To settle this, many regions have constructed reservoirs and water diversion projects to
strengthen the interconnection and intercommunication between different water sources
and supply systems, alleviating water scarcity problems, for example, the Central Valley
project [3] in the United States and the construction of large-scale water diversion projects
in California [4], the James Bay water diversion project [5] in Canada, the Churchill–Nelson
water diversion project [6], and the Sarda Sarova project [7] in India. These projects
have enhanced the connectivity of water resources among basins, changed the allocation
and management of water resources, effectively improved water resource utilization,
and increased the resilience of water supply systems [8]. In order to alleviate the water
scarcity problem in northern China, the South-to-North Water Diversion Project has been
implemented to transport water from the water-rich Yangtze River basin to the water-
stressed North China Plain, connecting water sources across regions. The ecological
and environmental benefits of the first phase of the Eastern Route alone have a total
value of 6.233 billion RMB [9]. The ecological water transfer projects in the inland river
basins of northwest China have alleviated water competition between human society and
natural landscapes by coordinating water allocation between upstream and downstream
areas, promoting basin ecological restoration [10]. However, it is noteworthy that such
inter-basin water transfer practices are not without controversy globally. For instance,
in Europe, similar water transfer projects are subject to stringent regulations. The EU
Water Framework Directive (WFD), effective since 2000, places particular emphasis on
cross-border cooperation in transregional water transfer projects, such as water competition,
water rights trading, and cost–benefit analysis. These regulations provide an important
reference point for the complexities and potential environmental impacts that must be
considered when managing interregional water resources. By building massive water
diversion projects, humans are creating “artificial rivers” on Earth [11], which have a
profound impact on the global water supply network, alleviating the uneven distribution of
water resources in time and space and increasing the availability of water resources [12]. In
the future, we may face a world dominated by engineered water, which is the key measure
to solve the contradiction between water supply and demand.

To address the exacerbation issue of the uneven temporal and spatial distribution
of water resources against the backdrop of climate change and to enhance the resilience
of supply systems, the central government of China has elevated the construction of a
nationwide water network to a national strategic level [13]. While engineering measures are
beneficial to enhancing the connectivity of a water network, the water resource conditions
in a region are primarily determined by climate. The key challenge in water network
planning and construction is how to match the scale of engineering projects with the level
of social development. Therefore, analyzing the characteristics of water sources and supply
networks to achieve interconnectivity, coordinated operation and supply, and collaborative
prevention and control are scientific prerequisites for optimizing the structure of the water
network and enhancing the resilience of the water network system.

The water supply network is a complex network system that combines natural water
bodies with artificial engineering. Researchers from different disciplines have proposed
various evaluation methods for studying the connectivity of water supply networks, such
as graph theory [14,15], landscape analysis [16], and hydrodynamic modeling [17]. How-
ever, graph theory simplifies the water network and lacks temporal and spatial dimensions,
making it unsuitable for complex terrains. Landscape analysis has strict data requirements
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and lacks analysis of hydrological processes, making it difficult to handle human inter-
ventions. Hydrodynamic modeling requires long-sequence data for parameter calibration
and has high complexity and computational demands, and the determination of relevant
parameters is not easy. In recent years, with the rapid development of society, artificial net-
works have become more complex and diverse [18–21], including transportation networks,
electrical grids, social networks, etc. [22,23]. Research has shown that the topological struc-
ture of networks greatly influences their functionality, particularly certain critical network
nodes that play a decisive role in network resilience [18,24,25]. A water supply network
has the characteristics of a network, and network theory analysis, as a kind of graph theory,
has already been used in research on water supply networks. Network analysis theory is
applied to water supply networks, where nodes represent reservoirs, users, and connection
points, while edges represent rivers and pipeline facilities [26]. Yazdani and Jeffrey [27]
analyzed the vulnerability of water supply networks using the directed graph weighted
by pipeline hydraulic capacity. Giudiciani [28] et al. studied the influence of topology
on undirected and unweighted graphs in indicators based on network attributes such as
connectivity and robustness. Thomas Anchita [29] used calculations of complex network
indicators and associated hydraulic criteria and studied hydraulic performance and con-
nectivity under various demand increase scenarios. Meng [30] used stress–strain testing to
propose a general mapping framework of network elasticity and topological properties to
analyze the key influencing factors of water supply network elasticity. Network analysis
theory has also been used to analyze the connectivity among the physical components of
the hydrological cycle [31]. In addition, node–node connectivity in network analysis theory
has also been used in collaborative research on human–water systems [32], providing a new
perspective for water resource management [33]. For large-scale water diversion projects,
Erik Porse [8] conducted a connectivity and resilience analysis of California’s waterway
projects and a network degradation analysis. Xiang [34] proposed a system vulnerability
assessment method for large-scale interregional construction projects based on complex
network theory and proposed that the vulnerability of environmental and social factors was
greater than that of economic factors in major transregional projects. Liu [35] used complex
network theory to analyze the large water network project in Shanxi Province, China,
including its transmission efficiency and important nodes, and put forward management
suggestions. Wang [36] used network theory to analyze the changes in the importance
of nodes before and after the construction of water conservancy projects in the Yongding
River basin in China and found that water conservancy projects would not only cause the
importance of some nodes to decrease but also lead to the importance of some nodes to
increase. Network analysis provides a tool for analyzing water supply networks. When
using network analysis methods to plan the structural elements of water supply networks,
one can systematically understand the dynamics of complex networks, identify key nodes
and connections to optimize resource allocation, and enhance the adaptability and resilience
of the system. However, for complex networks, topological characteristics may not fully
represent the impact of hydraulic performance and pipeline failure [37] and cannot reflect
the characteristics of project scale, user demand, and economic benefits. Therefore, for
complex water supply networks that combine natural features with artificial engineering,
further research is needed to develop suitable analysis methods.

In response to the above-mentioned issues, this study focuses on the Erhai Lake basin
in southwest China to explore methods for analyzing the characteristics of both natural and
artificial supply networks. The Erhai Lake basin faces a series of problems, including water
pollution, imbalanced water supply and demand, frequent droughts [38], and complex
water resource management [39]. The Dianzhong Water Diversion Project and the Ludila
Hydropower Station Water Resources Comprehensive Utilization Project (referred to as
the Ludila Project) are two large-scale water engineering projects in Yunnan Province,
China. They help improve water supply in the central part of Yunnan Province, enhance
the reliability of water supply for drinking and agriculture, promote local economic and
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agricultural development, and strengthen water resource cooperation among different
regions within Yunnan Province to facilitate regional development and resource sharing.

In order to quantitatively analyze the influence of large-scale water transfer projects
on the water supply network of the Erhai Lake basin, it is difficult to select appropriate
indicators to reasonably and quantitatively characterize the function of network system
analysis; especially for water supply networks, the relevant theories and methods are still
being explored. In this study, we combine landscape ecology and network analysis theory
to construct a set of quantitative evaluation index systems of water supply networks and
analyze the water supply network at the network layer and the node layer, respectively.
Firstly, the water supply network of the Erhai Lake basin after the implementation of
the project is compared with the existing water supply network of the Erhai Lake basin;
the important nodes in the network are selected; and network degradation evaluation is
carried out. The study hopes to provide new insights for water resource management and
ecological conservation to address environmental challenges and ensure the sustainable
development of water resources.

2. Research Area Background

The Erhai Lake basin is located in Dali Bai Autonomous Prefecture, western Yunnan
Province, China, located in the three major water systems of the Jinsha River, the Lancang
River, and the Red River. It encompasses Erhai Lake and the surrounding lakes, rivers, and
mountains. The Erhai Lake basin belongs to a subtropical monsoon climate, with warm
and humid summers and relatively low temperatures in winter. Precipitation is higher in
the summer season, which is the main rainy season, while the winter season is relatively
dry. Precipitation varies with elevation and geographic location, with mountainous area
typically receiving more rainfall, while basins and low-lying areas receive relatively less.
The main economic source in the Erhai Lake basin is agriculture, with agriculture accounting
for a significant portion of the total economic output. Tourism and fisheries also play
crucial roles in the local economy. Erhai Lake is the largest freshwater lake on the Yunnan
Plateau and is one of the important freshwater resources in Southwest China. It not only
provides essential freshwater resources but also holds a special position in local culture and
ecosystems. The study area covers 20,061 km2, with a total population of 2.825 million. The
annual average rainfall is 995 mm; the annual average water resources are 5.858 billion m3;
and the per capita water resources are 2074 m3, which is far lower than the provincial
average. The actual total water consumption in 2019 was 1.162 billion cubic meters, of
which 97 million cubic meters were for urban domestic use; 69 million cubic meters, for
rural domestic use; 111 million cubic meters, for industrial use; and 885 million cubic
meters, for agricultural irrigation. These accounted for 10%, 7%, 9%, and 74% of the total
water consumption, respectively. Because the study area is located in a mountainous area,
the distribution of water resources is uneven in time and space, which is very inconsistent
with the distribution of urban population, cultivated land, etc., and the utilization of
groundwater is lower. Therefore, compared with the surrounding areas, many water
storage facilities have been built in the study area for water storage, including many small,
independent water storage facilities, such as ponds, etc., and there are 1573 water storage
facilities in the study area. In view of the fact that many small reservoirs and small dams
only exist due to water storage projects and are not connected with the water system, this
paper only considers large- and medium-sized water storage facilities and some small
reservoirs. The specific distribution of reservoirs and rivers is shown in Figure 1.

When the highest operating water level of Erhai Lake is 1966 m, the lake area is
252 km2, and the lake capacity is 2.92 billion m3. The lowest operating water level is
1964.3 m, and the variation between the legal maximum and minimum water levels is
1.7 m; the lake capacity is adjusted accordingly to 427 million m3. The average annual
natural runoff in the Erhai Lake basin is 1.145 billion m3, and the utilization rate of water
resources reaches 54.3% after deducting evaporation loss from the lake surface; the problem
of water shortage in the basin is becoming increasingly prominent. Due to the constraints
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of water resources, it is important to maintain the basic balance of water volume in Erhai
Lake as a last resort. Under the background conditions of developed planting industry,
abundant tourism resources, and distinct dry and wet seasons in the Erhai Lake basin,
agricultural non-point source pollutants are concentrated into the lake with rainfall runoff
in June–October, which is the key environmental driving factor for the water quality
exceeding the standard in the rainy season in the Erhai Lake in recent years, resulting in
the phenomenon whereby the rise and fall in the Erhai water level and the change in water
quality concentration in the lake area are basically synchronized.
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The Dianzhong Water Diversion Project is a significant hydraulic engineering project in
Yunnan Province, China, with substantial implications. It diverts the abundant water resources
from Dianchi Lake to Kunming City and its surrounding areas, meeting the urgent need for
water supply and irrigation. Its total water supply is 342 million m3, of which 74 million m3 is
for urban life; 42 million m3, for the industry; and 225 million m3, for agricultural irrigation.
The current population of the receiving area is 2.02 million, and the irrigated area is 80,666 km3.
This project has not only essential implications in terms of technology and infrastructure but
also profound impacts on ecology, society, and the economy. Particularly, in the Erhai Lake
basin, the implementation of this project will replace Erhai Lake as the water source for the
Binchuan and Xiangyun irrigation areas, alleviating the water stress in the Erhai Lake basin
while preserving its ecological environment.

The Ludila Hydropower Station Water Resources Comprehensive Utilization Support-
ing Project is another crucial hydraulic engineering project in Yunnan Province, China. This
project not only provides electricity resources to the region but also achieves the rational dis-
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tribution of water resources through water regulation. The Ludila Project facility can divert
water from the Jinsha River to Binchuan County and Xiangyun County, increasing the water
supply for these areas. The Ludila Project facility is designed to supply 189.71 million m3

of water to the Binchuan irrigation district and 138.61 million m3 to the Xiangyun irrigation
district. Additionally, the Ludila Project and Dianzhong Water Diversion Project facilities
can be interconnected, serving as backup water sources for each other. Before the com-
pletion of the Dianzhong Water Diversion Project, the Ludila Project can solve the water
demand of urban life, industry, and efficient agricultural development in Binchuan County,
which has recently built the industrial and economic center of Dali Prefecture in Xiangyun
County. After the completion of the Dianzhong Water Diversion Project, the Ludila Project
can further guarantee the urban living and industrial water demand of Xiangyun County
to sustain the industrial and economic center of Dali Prefecture in the long term and, at the
same time, create conditions for the Dianzhong Water Diversion Project to supply water to
the central Yunnan urban agglomeration, with Kunming as the core.

3. Materials and Methods

In this study, we use the combination of two methods to analyze the hydrological
connectivity of the Erhai Lake basin. Landscape ecology pays attention to the analysis of
water networks at the network level, and network analysis theory can analyze both the
network characteristics and the node characteristics of water networks. First, we use the
hydrological loop degree, node connectivity rate, and network connectivity in landscape
ecology, and the average path length and clustering coefficient in network analysis theory
to analyze the connectivity characteristics of the entire water supply network. Then, we
apply degree centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, and improved K-shell
decomposition method in network analysis theory to analyze the importance of nodes in
the water supply network. The combination of these two methods not only helps us to
fully understand the connectivity characteristics of the whole network but also analyzes
the connectivity function of each node in the network and simulates the fault changes after
node deletion.

This study first evaluates the connectivity of the water system in the Erhai Lake basin
in 2020 and 2035 to analyze the impact of the Dianzhong Diversion Project, the Ludila
Project, and other water projects. Then, the node importance of the water supply network
is analyzed to select important nodes in the system for 2020 and 2035. The study also
simulates the scenario where the water supply network is damaged by removing certain
important nodes.

A water resource system is a network that includes water sources, links, and users
(both natural and artificial), which can be mathematically represented as graphs with
vertices (nodes) connected by edges (links). Based on engineering information on the
Erhai Lake basin and the generated dam–river information provided by the Yunnan Water
Conservancy and Hydroelectric Survey Design and Research Institute, Kunming, China,
we first established the topological relationship network model of the water supply net-
work of the Erhai Lake basin, as shown in Figures A1 and A2, and node information is
shown in Tables A1 and A2. Then, the constructed network model was imported into
Cytoscape software v.3.8.1 [40], and the Network Analyzer module was utilized to calculate
some indicators. Cytoscape is open-source software for biological network analysis and
visualization. It provides powerful tools and functionalities that help biologists, bioin-
formaticians, and systems biologists study and understand the structure and function of
biological networks. Cytoscape has a wealth of network analysis tools for identifying
topological features, centrality metrics, network modules, etc. [41], which can be employed
for calculating network metrics in this research. However, there are some limitations in the
process of model construction. We only consider surface water sources and engineering
nodes, ignoring groundwater. Additionally, this is a purely topological study, lacking
hydraulic indicators.
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3.1. Hydrological Connectivity

This study evaluates the structural connectivity of the water system in the region’s
river network based on the “node-edge” relationship in landscape ecology [42] and graph
theory [43]. Three hydrological connectivity evaluation indicators are employed: hydro-
logical loop degree (α), node connectivity rate (β), and network connectivity (χ) [44–46].
Additionally, the average path length and clustering coefficient from network analysis the-
ory are also introduced [47] to quantify the hydrological connectivity of the water system.
The water system connectivity evaluation indicators are established as follows:

• Hydrological loop degree: This indicator is used to quantify the degree to which nodes
in a river network form loops, reflecting the capacity of each node in the river network
to exchange material and energy [45].

α = (n − v + 1)/(2v − 5) (1)

• Node connectivity rate: Used to quantify the ease or difficulty with which nodes in a
river network connect with other nodes, reflecting the ability of each node in the river
network to establish and maintain connections within the water system [46].

β = v/n (2)

• Network connectivity: It represents the ratio of the existing number of connections
among corridors within the river network to the maximum possible number of con-
nections, reflecting the strength of connectivity between river network systems and
their capacity for water transport [44].

χ = n/3(v − 2) (3)

where “n” represents the number of connecting links in the river network hydrological
model and “v” represents the number of nodes.

• Average path length: It refers to the average shortest path length between nodes “i”
and “j” in the graph. This metric measures the “closeness” of the graph and can be
used to understand the speed of flow of certain elements in this network. A smaller
average path length indicates higher efficiency of water transfer and complementarity
in the water supply network [48].

L =
1

n(n − 1)∑i ̸=j dij (4)

where “dij” represents the distance between node “i” and node “j” and “n” stands for
the number of nodes in the network.

• Clustering coefficient: It reflects the density and clustering of connections among
nodes in a network [49].

CC(n) =
2Rn

kn(kn − 1)
(5)

CC =
∑n

n=1 CC(n)
n

(6)

n: node.
CC(n): clustering coefficient of node n.
CC: clustering coefficient of the entire network.
Rn: number of relationships (triangles counted) among n’s neighboring nodes.
Kn: number of first-order neighboring nodes of n.

3.2. Node Importance

A water network is the physical carrier of water circulation and water resource allo-
cation. As the hub of a river, the node of a water network plays an important role in the
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connection of a water system. Node importance refers to the importance of nodes in the
entire water supply network. It is classified according to different network attributes of
nodes. In this study, node importance is weighted with four indicators: degree centrality,
betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, and improved K decomposition in network
analysis theory. The higher the value, the higher the importance of nodes in the entire water
supply network. Identifying key nodes in complex water networks is of great significance
to the comprehensive planning and management of water networks.

3.2.1. Node Importance Evaluation Index

Network analysis is a commonly used method in the study of transportation, electric-
ity, and other networks. When applied to analyze water supply networks, a water supply
network can be generalized as a network consisting of water sources, links, and users,
which can be mathematically expressed as a set of vertices (nodes) connected by edges
(links). This approach not only considers the relationships among various components of
the water resource system but also reveals key nodes and critical paths in the network. In
terms of studying key nodes in the network, Liu [35] defined node importance by four di-
mensions: local properties, global properties, propagation properties, and network position.
Wang [50] pointed out the characteristics and application scope of these four indicators.
When [51] conducted node importance analysis, Schick not only considered node connec-
tivity and centrality but also added social functions characterized by indicators such as
node population size and reproductive rate to quantify the node’s conservation value from
a social perspective. Segurado [52] used graph theory methods to identify obstacles that
affect structural connectivity in a watershed, thereby determining important nodes that
can improve node connectivity and their connection modes. Bodin [53] established a joint
connectivity index based on fish population protection value, habitat area, and connectivity
relationships to prioritize nodes that need protection. For specific problems, degree central-
ity, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, Laplacian operator, and other indicators
are often used to characterize node importance from different perspectives [54,55]. When
evaluating the importance of nodes in the water network, it is necessary to first select
the existing evaluation indicators. In the selection process, the principles of reasonability,
comprehensiveness, and ease of operation should be followed. Due to the limitation of
evaluating node importance using a single indicator, this study selected four indicators,
namely, degree centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, and improved K-core
decomposition, in the dimensions of local properties, propagation properties, global prop-
erties, and network position, to evaluate the importance of nodes in the Erhai Lake basin
water network.

• Degree centrality: Degree centrality is the most direct measure of node centrality
in network analysis. The degree centrality value represents the ability of a network
node to connect with its neighboring nodes. Higher degree centrality indicates a
higher importance of the node in the network, meaning that the water source is more
important in the water supply network. The formula for calculating degree centrality
for a node is as follows:

DCi =
ki

N − 1
(7)

where ki represents the number of existing edges connected to node i and (N − 1)
represents the number of edges through which node i is connected to all other nodes.

• Betweenness centrality: Node betweenness refers to the number of shortest paths
passing through a node in a network. The higher the betweenness centrality, the more
paths pass through that node in the water supply system network, indicating that the
node has stronger hydraulic connectivity and is more important in the network. The
formula for calculating betweenness centrality for a node is as follows [56]:

BCi =
1

(n − 1)(n − 2)/2∑s ̸=i ̸=t
ni

st
gst

(8)
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where ni
st represents the number of paths, being the shortest paths, passing through

node I; gst represents the number of shortest paths connecting s and t; and n is the
number of nodes in the network.

• Closeness centrality: Closeness centrality is used to measure the ability of a node
to influence other nodes through network connections, i.e., the impact of one water
source on other water sources in a water supply system network. The closeness
centrality (CCi) of a node is calculated as follows [57]:

CCi =
1
di

(9)

di =
1

N − 1∑N
j=1 dij (10)

where “di” represents the average distance from node i to all other points and the
reciprocal of the average distance is the closeness centrality.

• Network position—improved K-shell decomposition: The importance of a node in the
overall network is determined by its position in the network. The K-shell method [58]
can be used to measure the positional attributes of nodes, as indicated by the Ks metric.
According to the K-shell method, nodes with degrees lower than or equal to k are
sequentially removed from the network, resulting in the Ks value for each node. The
procedure of the K-shell method is as follows: decompose the network graph into
K-shells, where the maximum subnetwork in S = (G,E|G) with degrees greater than
or equal to k is the K-core; nodes with Ks = k are the k-shell. However, when applying
the K-shell method to evaluate node importance in the water network of the Erhai
Lake basin, the evaluation results were not satisfactory, as all nodes had a Ks value
of 1. Therefore, this study adopts an improved K-shell method (IKs).

The procedure of the improved K-shell method is as follows: Let the original global
network be T0. For the node with the smallest degree in T0, set Ks1 = 1. Remove the
node with the smallest degree in T0, resulting in subgraph T1. For the node in T1 with the
smallest degree, set Ks = Ks1 + 1. Repeat this process until all nodes are removed. After the
k-th node is removed, for nodes in the subgraph with a degree of 0, set their Ks value of
k + 1. The improved K-shell method can reflect both the global network position attributes
of nodes and the local differences among nodes.

3.2.2. Standardization of Metrics

Due to the measurement units and scales of the various indicators being different, it is
difficult to conduct a comprehensive analysis. To facilitate comparisons of the importance
of nodes under different evaluation systems, this study standardizes each metric as shown
in the formula below:

Pi =
Qi

max{Qi, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . N}} , Q ∈ {DC, BC, CC, IKs} (11)

where Qi represents the original evaluation metric, and Pi represents the standardized
evaluation metric.

3.2.3. Comprehensive Node Importance Assessment

This study conducts a comprehensive evaluation of node importance using the ana-
lytic hierarchy process (AHP). The weights of the DC, BC, CC, and IKs indicators in the
evaluation system are calculated using the AHP method.

The three-scale method (0, 1, 2) is used to compare each indicator pairwise and estab-
lish a comparison matrix. Since DC reflects the least abundant global topological structure
information, it is considered relatively less important compared with other indicators. BC
reflects the connectivity of nodes in the network, while CC reflects the degree of proximity
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between nodes and the network center. Both indicators characterize the global attributes of
nodes and are considered equally important. IKs not only characterizes the global prop-
erties of nodes but also reflects local characteristics, making it more important than other
indicators. Based on the assigned formulas below, the importance evaluation indicators for
each node are obtained as shown in Table 1.

A =
(
aij

)
=


2, Indicator i is more important than indicator j.

1, Indicator i is equally important as indicator j; ti = ∑4
j=4 aij

0, Indicator j is more important than indicator i.

(12)

Table 1. Comparison of node importance evaluation indicators.

A DC CC BC IKs ti

DC 1 0 0 0 1
CC 2 1 1 0 4
BC 2 1 1 0 4
IKs 2 2 2 1 7

We construct a judgment matrix using the range method:

E =
(
Eij

)
=


e

DC
CC
BC
IKs

DC
1
3
3
9

CC
1/3

1
1
3

BC
1/9
1/3
1/3

1

IKs
1/9
1/3
1/3

1

Mi
1/9
1/3

1
81

Wi
1/3

1
1
3

W
0.0625
0.1875
0.1875
0.2625

 (13)

where T = max(t1 . . . , t4)− min(t1 . . . , t4), Eij = E
ti−tj/T
t , Et = 9, Mi = ∏4

j=1 eij, Wi =
4
√

Mi,

and W = Wi/
(

∑4
i=1 Wi

)
.

Upon verification, consistency ratio CR < 1, indicating that the judgment matrix passes
the consistency test. The weight vector for each indicator is as follows:

W = [0.0625, 0.1875, 0.1875, 0.5625] (14)

Node importance is

NI = 0.0625DC + 0.1875CC + 0.1875BC + 0.5625IKs (15)

4. Results
4.1. Analysis of Changes in Water Network Structural Connectivity

Based on Table 2 above, the following changes in the water network structure in the
Erhai Lake basin are observed after the construction of the Dianzhong Water Diversion
Project, the Ludila Project, and a series of reservoirs for the period from 2020 to 2035.

Table 2. Water network structural connectivity.

Indicator n v α β χ L CC

2020 215 216 0.047 1.005 0.338 18.423 0.006
2035 337 379 0.643 1.125 0.377 11.680 0.024

Change in water network characteristics: From 2020 to 2035, significant changes occur
in the water network characteristics of the Erhai Lake basin. The number of nodes increases
from 215 to 337, and the number of links increases from 216 to 379, indicating a notable
increase in the complexity and connectivity of the water network.
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Increase in hydrological loopiness: Hydrological loopiness increases from 0.047 to
0.643, indicating increased complexity and diversity in the hydrological loops. This could
be attributed to the construction of new water diversion projects and reservoirs, which
results in more intersections of water sources and pathways.

Improvement in node connectivity: Node connectivity increases from 1.005 to 1.125,
indicating a closer connection among different nodes within the basin and more efficient
flow and distribution of water resources.

Changes in network connectivity: Hydrological connectivity slightly increases from
0.338 to 0.377, indicating stronger connections among different hydrological systems within
the basin, potentially contributing to a more balanced distribution of water resources.

Reduction in characteristic path length: The characteristic path length decreases from
18.423 to 11.680, indicating that water resources’ transmission paths within the basin
become, making it easier for water to flow from one location to another.

Increase in clustering coefficient: The clustering coefficient increases from 0.006 to
0.024, indicating that by 2035, water resource distribution within the basin will tend to
aggregate in certain specific areas rather than being dispersed throughout the entire basin.

In summary, significant changes will occur in the water network characteristics of the
Erhai Lake basin by 2035, with profound impacts on the distribution and flow of water
resources due to the construction of new water diversion projects and reservoirs. These
findings have significant reference value for watershed water resource management and
planning for future water resource utilization. To better understand the impacts of these
changes and the challenges that need to be faced in the future, further in-depth research is
still needed.

4.2. Node Importance Analysis
4.2.1. The Importance of Nodes in the Year 2020

Following calculations, node importance in the Erhai Lake basin in the 2020 scenario is
shown in the following Figures 2 and 3. The names corresponding to the Cytoscape graph
and node numbers can be seen in Figure A1 and Table A1.

The top ten nodes in terms of importance in 2020 in the Erhai Lake basin are as fol-
lows: Xiaoguan Village reservoir, Erhai Lake, Pindianhai reservoir, Qinghai Lake reservoir,
Zhonghe 0, Mici River 1, Zhonghe 1, Er Dian Qing, Hunsu Lake reservoir, and Zhonghe-
Yupao River. These include one engineering node, one water body, four reservoirs, and
four river nodes.

In the 2020 scenario, the Xiaoguan Village reservoir is considered one of the most
important nodes in the Erhai Lake basin. The Xiaoguan Village reservoir, Pindianhai
reservoir, Hunsu Lake reservoir, Qinghai Lake reservoir, and other reservoirs collectively
form a connected water diversion system. The Xiaoguan Village reservoir not only supplies
water but also stores water to meet downstream the Pindianhai reservoir’s and the Hunsu
Lake reservoir’s water storage needs. The Pindianhai reservoir and Hunsu Lake reservoir
can also supply water to the Qinghai Lake reservoir, forming a jointly operated Xiaoguan
Village water source system, with the Xiaoguan Village reservoir at its core. The Xiaoguan
Village reservoir plays a crucial role in water resource storage and distribution, storing
water during the dry season to alleviate water pressure for usage and releasing water
during the rainy season to prevent flooding disasters. It holds significant importance in
watershed water resource management.
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Erhai Lake, as an important water body node in the basin, has significant water
storage capacity and plays a critical role in meeting water resource demand and supply.
Its water quality and quantity directly impact the sustainability of the ecosystem and
society. Erhai Lake provides conditions for the existence of multiple ecosystems and
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species and plays an important role in maintaining the ecological balance of the watershed.
Its importance is closely related to ecological protection, biodiversity maintenance, and
wetland function restoration.

River nodes such as Zhonghe 0, Mici River 1, Zhonghe 1, and Zhonghe-Yupao River
have high importance. These nodes are convergence points for different water bodies and
water flows and typically have complex water resource flow networks. They enhance
the connectivity of water resources among different regions within the watershed, and
these nodes play a crucial role in the transmission and distribution of water resources, thus
holding high importance in the water resource network of the watershed.

Er Dian Qing, as an important node, is the entry point for the Yin’er Diversion Project.
This project aims to provide water from Erhai Lake to fulfill the irrigation needs of the
Binchuan irrigation area. It is also the intersection point for the future Ludila Project
and Qinghai Lake Phase II Project, playing an important role in water supply within
the watershed.

Overall, the water network characteristics of the Erhai Lake basin will undergo signifi-
cant changes by 2035 due to the construction of new water diversion projects and reservoirs.
These findings have important implications for watershed water resource management and
future water resource utilization planning, and further research may be needed to better
understand the impacts of these changes and future challenges.

4.2.2. The Importance of Nodes in the Year 2035

Following calculations, node importance in the Erhai Lake basin in the 2035 scenario is
shown in the following Figures 4 and 5. The names corresponding to the Cytoscape graph
and node numbers can be seen in Figure A2 and Table A2.
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The top ten nodes in terms of importance are Er Dian Qing, Da Yin Dian Node, Dian
Lu Er, Lu Di La Phase II Node, Lu Di La Bin Chuan Node, Dian Zhong 1 Node, Erhai Lake,
Lu Di La East Line Project, Sang Yuan River–Jinsha River, and Xian E reservoir. There are a
total of seven engineering nodes, one reservoir, one water body, and one river intersection
in this list.

Erhai Lake, as a crucial water body in the basin, will continue to hold high importance
even after the construction of the projects, maintaining its significant impact on the basin’s
water resources and ecosystem.
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With the construction of these projects, seven of the ten important nodes are engineer-
ing nodes related to the Dian Zhong Water Diversion Project or the Lu Di La Project, which
proves that these projects will largely improve the connectivity of the water system in the
Erhai basin. The Dian Zhong Water Diversion Project and Lu Di La Project will not only in-
troduce external water sources but also establish interconnectivity among various projects,
such as the Dian Zhong Water Diversion Project, Lu Di La Project, Qinghai Lake Project,
and Yinyu Ruins Project. This will significantly enhance the connectivity of the water
supply network and facilitate balanced water supply throughout the entire watershed.

The Xian E reservoir is a medium-sized reservoir in Binchuan County which not
only connects the Yimin Lake reservoir and the Sangyuan River but also the Binchuan
node of the Lu Di La Project, playing a crucial role in supplying water to the Binchuan
irrigation area.

The Sang Yuan River–Jinsha River node serves as an important river confluence point
and a water intake node for the Lu Di La East Line Project. Water taken from this node can
be transported through the Lu Di La East Line Project to meet water demands within the
basin. Simultaneously, it can flow naturally back to this node through the Sang Yuan River,
facilitating water recycling. Therefore, it holds high importance.

Compared with 2020, the number of engineering nodes ranked in the top ten in terms
of importance significantly will increase in 2035. The number of reservoir nodes and river
nodes will decrease. This indicates that newly constructed water diversion projects have
remarkable significance in the water supply network, making the basin water network
larger and more complex, increasing water network connectivity, and improving resilience
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against risks. Nodes of different types are considered highly important because they play
a critical role in water resource management, ecological conservation, flood control, and
water resource distribution. Their high importance reflects their contributions and impacts
on the overall water resource system within the basin. Therefore, these nodes require
special attention and management to ensure the sustainable utilization of water resources
and the sustainable development of the basin.

4.3. Network Degradation Analysis

When the inflow points of the Erhai Lake basin water system, control hubs, and
hydraulic engineering nodes are damaged, the connectivity of the entire water network
decreases. The impact of the destruction of nodes with different levels of importance on the
water supply network’s efficiency varies. This article selectively removes some nodes based
on their importance in the 2020 and 2035 water supply networks to analyze the changes in
connectivity when these nodes are damaged.

4.3.1. Changes in the 2020 Water Network after Node Losses

Reduction in the number of nodes and links: After removing the selected nodes,
the total number of nodes in the water network decreased by two–three units, and the
number of links decreased by two–six units. This is likely because these nodes have more
connections in the network, and their removal results in the breakage of some links. As a
result, some secondary nodes lose those connections, leading to a decrease in the number
of nodes. The specific changes of network characteristics are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Changes in the water supply network after the removal of some nodes in 2020 scenario.

Removed Nodes n v α β χ L CC

No nodes 215 216 0.047 1.005 0.338 18.423 0.006
Xiaoguan Village reservoir 213 211 0.007 0.991 0.338 9.524 0.000

Erhai Lake 211 210 0.005 0.995 0.336 14.558 0.000
Pindianhai reservoir 214 214 0.002 1.000 0.334 18.481 0.006

Qinghai Lake reservoir 214 213 0.005 0.995 0.336 13.995 0.010
Zhonghe 0 213 213 0.002 1.000 0.334 13.966 0.010

Micai River 1 213 212 0.005 0.995 0.336 18.604 0.000
Zhonghe 1 213 213 0.002 1.000 0.334 13.950 0.010

Er-Dian-Qing 213 213 0.002 1.000 0.334 14.591 0.000
Hunshuihai reservoir 214 214 0.002 1.000 0.334 18.481 0.006
Zhonghe-Yupaojiang 213 212 0.005 0.995 0.336 13.959 0.010

Changes in hydrological loopiness: The hydrological system experienced a significant
decline in overall water network cyclicality, indicating a reduction in the circular structure.
This indicates that these nodes play an important role in forming circular connections within
the water network, and the disruption of these nodes results in a substantial decrease in
the number of circular patterns.

Decreased node connectivity: The connectivity rate of the nodes experienced a slight
decline, suggesting a minor weakening of the interconnectivity among the nodes upon the
removal of each of these nodes. This could be attributed to the critical role these nodes play
in maintaining the connections between them.

Slight decrease in network connectivity: There was a slight decrease in the connectivity
of the water system, with minimal changes being observed. This suggests that the overall
connectivity of the entire water system remains relatively stable, although there is still a
slight impact when certain nodes are removed.

Changes in characteristic path length: After removing the Xiaoguan Village reservoir,
the characteristic path length decreased from 18.423 to 9.524, indicating a significant re-
duction in the average path length between nodes. This is because the Xiaoguan Village
node is an important intermediate node, and its removal makes the transmission efficiency
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among nodes more direct and rapid. However, after removing the Mi Ci River 1 node,
the characteristic path length increased from 18.423 to 18.604, resulting in a slight increase
in network transmission efficiency. This node is located at the intersection of multiple
paths, and its removal leads to longer paths that previously passed through this node, thus
causing an increase in the average path length.

Significant change in clustering coefficient: The significant decrease in the clustering
coefficient from 0.006 to 0 indicates a major change in the network structure. The clustering
coefficient measures the density of connections among a node’s neighbors, so the decrease
from 0.006 to 0 means a significant reduction in the density of connections among a node’s
neighbors. These nodes may have multiple neighbor nodes in the network, and their
removal results in the loss of connections for other nodes associated with them, leading to a
sparser network of connections and affecting the clustering coefficient of the entire network.

4.3.2. Changes in the 2035 Water Network after Node Losses

In the 2035 scenario, the water supply network in the Erhai Lake basin exhibited
different response patterns, with a range of changes in the number of nodes and links,
mainly due to the evolution and adjustments in the network structure, making certain
nodes more critical components with multiple links. The changes in the water system’s
degree of connectedness were more significant compared with the 2020 scenario, indicating
an increased reliance on key nodes within the network. Nonetheless, overall water system
connectivity and node connectivity saw relatively modest changes, reflecting the resilience
and stability of a mature network. However, changes in the clustering coefficient indicate
significant adjustments in the local structure of the network, with variations in the density
of connections among neighboring nodes, reflecting the network’s dynamic evolution in
adapting to new pressures and challenges. The changes in characteristic path length were
relatively small compared with the 2020 scenario, with the greatest increase being observed
after the removal of the Erhai Lake node, signifying a significant reduction in network
transmission efficiency. This is because the Erhai Lake node serves as an intersection
point for multiple pathways, connected to various water diversion projects such as the
Erhai-to-Binchuan Water Diversion Project, Dianzhong Water Diversion Project, and Ludila
Project. Its removal leads to longer pathways that were originally routed through this
node, resulting in an increase in characteristic path length. The specific changes of network
characteristics are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Changes in the water supply network after the removal of some nodes in 2035 scenario.

Remove Nodes n v α β χ L CC

No nodes 337 379 0.643 1.125 0.377 11.680 0.024
Er-Dian-Qing 333 371 −0.050 1.114 0.300 13.850 0.024

Dayingdian Node 336 374 −0.050 1.113 0.300 12.170 0.024
Dianlu Er 336 374 −0.050 1.113 0.300 11.862 0.024

Ludi La Phase Two Node 336 375 −0.051 1.116 0.299 11.833 0.024
Ludi La Binchuan Node 336 375 −0.051 1.116 0.299 11.878 0.021

Dianzhong 1 Node 336 375 −0.051 1.116 0.299 12.864 0.024
Erhai Lake 330 369 −0.052 1.118 0.299 15.040 0.024

Lu Diladong Line Project 335 374 −0.051 1.116 0.299 11.990 0.025
Sangyuan River–Jinsha River 336 374 −0.050 1.113 0.300 12.279 0.022

Xiane reservoir 336 376 −0.052 1.119 0.298 11.697 0.021

In summary, according to the comparison of the 2020 and 2035 scenarios, the water
supply network in the Erhai Lake basin underwent significant changes in both structure
and function, increasing in complexity and dependence on key nodes. These changes
indicate that over time and with engineering developments, the supply network will be
adjusted to accommodate new challenges and demands. These changes are evident not
only in alterations in network size and connectivity but also in its response to the removal of
key nodes. Understanding these changes is crucial to assessing long-term network stability
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and resilience and provides important insights for future water supply network design and
management. By analyzing these changes, we can better plan for and address potential
risks and challenges in the future, ensuring the sustainability and efficiency of the water
supply network.

5. Discussion

This study combines landscape ecology theory and the network analysis methodology
to analyze the structural characteristics of the water supply network in the Erhai Lake basin.
This study compares the characteristics of the water supply network under future planning
scenarios with those of the current scenario, revealing the essential structural characteristics
of the water supply network in this region and conducting failure simulations. According
to the government’s regional development plan “Yunnan Water Network Construction
Plan”, in order to alleviate the contradiction between the supply and demand of water
resources in the region, it is expected that large-scale water conservancy projects, such
as the Dianzhong Water Diversion Project and the Ludila hydropower station, as well as
many other reservoirs and water transfer projects, will be completed by 2035. Therefore, we
use the planned water network for 2035 as the future analysis scenario. However, as this
is a long-term planning project, some adjustments may be made during the construction
process due to the impact of real climate change and human activities. For example, the
construction of some reservoirs may be canceled, and some water transfer pipeline routes
may be changed, so the real water network in 2035 may be somewhat different from the
expected water network.

5.1. Impact of Large-Scale Water Transfer Projects on the Water Supply Network

Large-scale water diversion and transfer projects will increase the number of nodes
and connecting lines in the water supply network, and new engineering projects may
create more water flow paths, not only providing additional water to the receiving area but
also making the overall water network structure more complex, improving the flexibility
and regulation of the water supply system. The addition of paths and nodes increases
the system’s resilience to disturbances, such as drought and pollution, and ensures water
supply through alternative paths. The California State Water Project [4] has significantly
changed the topology of California’s water supply. It has not only increased the water
transfer paths and nodes in the water supply network but also improved the stability
of the system [8] during drought. However, it has a negative impact on the ecological
environment of the delta region and has triggered the political controversy over water
resources. After the construction of water conservancy projects in the Yongding River
basin in China, the importance of nodes has changed, and it has been found that water
conservancy projects will not only lead to the decrease in the importance of some nodes [36]
but also lead to the increase in the importance of some nodes. The results of this study
show that by 2035, the water supply network in the Erhai Lake basin will be more complex,
with higher connectivity and higher transmission efficiency among nodes compared with
2020. The newly constructed engineering nodes have high importance in the entire water
network, indicating that the construction of these projects is necessary. The addition of these
new engineering nodes will allow the 2035 network to not only improve the utilization of
local water sources but also bring about external water diversion. It reduces the excessive
dependence of local users on local water sources, improves the ability of the water supply
system to cope with risks, and guarantees the steady development of regional economy
and society. But it also requires careful planning and management to ensure ecological and
socio-economic balance.

5.2. Impact of Node Failure on Water Supply Network

Through network degradation analysis, it can be observed that damage to key nodes
significantly affects the connectivity of the entire water network, and the degree and cate-
gory of impact may vary among different nodes [53]. This may lead to the unuse of planned
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water sources, which would not only affect the normal use of industrial, agricultural, and
domestic water but also lead to huge losses in some industries that are highly dependent
on water. At the same time, there are ecological protection requirements of the Erhai Lake
basin regarding the flow. The interruption of some nodes may lead to the decrease in
the inflow to Erhai Lake and the decrease in the purification capacity of Erhai Lake, thus
suffering ecological damage. The planned hydraulic engineering projects have increased
new connectivity links, providing more alternative transmission pathways among water
sources and even connecting previously disconnected networks. This can also lead to the
emergence of new, shorter paths, improving transmission efficiency and avoiding multiple
water sources sharing a single link. On the other hand, the complexity of the network
increases, and even if some links are damaged, transmission can still be achieved through
other paths. However, despite the construction of new facilities, the network still exhibits a
high level of centralization, with most of the newly constructed facilities being located at
key nodes and key links. Although this improves the ability to withstand risks to some
extent, the impact of damage to key links and nodes should not be underestimated [8,59].

5.3. Deficiencies and Prospects

In an ideal water supply network, there should be multiple alternative transmission
paths between nodes, and the importance of each node should not differ significantly,
thereby preventing significant disruptions to the entire network due to damage to certain
links. The removal of important nodes from the water supply network of the Erhai Lake
basin has a significant impact on the network. Therefore, it is necessary to distribute
important resources throughout the network rather than relying excessively on certain
nodes. By decentralizing nodes and reducing their importance, the impact of a single node
on the entire network can be reduced, potentially enhancing the network’s resilience and
ability to handle failures. Although long-distance water transfer cannot avoid losses during
the transportation process, excessive reliance on local water supplies by users makes them
vulnerable to local hydrological changes. For instance, the drought that has occurred in
the Erhai Lake basin in recent years has caused significant socio-economic losses. Inter-
basin water transfer projects can divert water from abundant areas to water-deficient areas,
reducing the degree to which users are affected by local hydrological changes and im-
proving their ability to cope with natural risks. Due to the analysis of the water supply
network being a purely topological study, it also has some limitations based on topologi-
cal theory [27,60]. Firstly, the analysis conducted in this study primarily focuses only on
surface water infrastructure and does not consider crucial resources such as groundwater,
which also plays a significant role in human economic and social activities, especially
during drought periods [61]. Secondly, the analysis of the entire water supply network in
the Erhai Lake basin does not consider the weight factors of specific nodes or links, such
as considering flow rates or construction costs. Thirdly, treating the network as a set of
equidistant points and assuming equal distances between adjacent points simplifies the
actual water supply network and does not consider factors such as losses during trans-
portation over distance. In future research, the influence of water transport losses should
be considered, such as the distance between nodes, losses during transport, and weighting
nodes based on factors like flow rates or economic costs. Additionally, when setting up
fault simulations, considering scenarios involving the simultaneous disruption of multiple
nodes could provide a more comprehensive analysis [8,37]. Furthermore, integration with
other system analysis techniques in future research can ensure that network analysis aligns
more closely with real-world conditions. Water diversion projects play an important role
in strengthening water supply networks, helping to expand and complicate basin water
networks, increase connectivity within water networks, and enhance resilience to various
risks [62]. However, the construction of inter-basin water transfer project facilities also
needs scientific and reasonable technical support and policy guarantee, involving multiple
factors, such as project investment, environmental protection, and social stability [63], and
has a huge impact on human beings. In order to improve construction rationality and
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maximize the function of a water transfer project, the connectivity attribute of the water
supply network in the graph theory layer may also be considered as one of the factors in
project planning in the future.

6. Conclusions

In the southwestern region of China, the total water resources are abundant, but
their spatial and temporal distribution is uneven. Drought has become a significant factor
limiting the economic and social development of this area. Addressing this issue, this
study focuses on the Erhai Lake basin and combines landscape ecology theory and network
analysis theory to analyze the structural characteristics of the water supply network in
both the current and future planning scenarios. The main conclusions of the study are
as follows.

In 2020, the water supply network of the Erhai Lake basin reached 215 nodes and
216 links, forming a complex network system. The average path length was 18.423, and
the hydrological loop degree was 0.047, indicating poor connectivity of the water supply
network and low water transfer efficiency. In 2035, it is expected that after the completion of
the Ludila Project and the Dianzhong Water Diversion Project, the water supply network of
the Erhai Lake basin will have 337 nodes and 379 links, the average path length will decrease
to 11.680, the hydrological loop degree will increase to 0.643, and the node connectivity
rate will also increase slightly in terms of network connectivity. This shows that these
large-scale water diversion projects have greatly increased the hydrological connectivity
of the water supply network, and the water flow transfer efficiency is higher. At the same
time, among the top 10 nodes in importance, the number of engineering nodes increases
from 1 in 2020 to 7 in 2035, which also validates the rationality of planned works having a
very positive impact on the hydrological connectivity of the water supply network. Node
failure scenario settings for 2020 and 2035 show that node failure leads to a significant
decline in the water system circulation index and other indicators, reducing the hydraulic
connectivity of the water supply network.

This research provides new insights for water resource management and planning to
better address environmental challenges and promoting the sustainable development of
water resources.
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Figure A1. Water system modeling for 2020 scenario produced with Cytoscape. The numbers 
represent the node numbers, as specified in Schedules 1 and 2, and the arrows represent the 
direction of the water flow. 
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of the water flow.
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Table A1. Node ordinal numbers and node names for 2020 scenario. 

Node Name Node Name 
1 Xiaoguan Village reservoir 109 Bingju River 1 
2 Erhai Lake 110 Yuanjiang 0 
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4 Qinghai Lake reservoir 112 Dalitang reservoir 
5 Zhonghe 0 113 Manxianlin reservoir 
6 Mici River 1 114 Golden Phoenix River 
7 Zhonghe 1 115 Taoyuan River 0 
8 Er Dian Qing 116 Youfengba reservoir 
9 Hunsu Lake reservoir 117 Binchuan irrigation district 

10 Zhonghe–Yupao River 118 Three Sentinel reservoir 
11 Mi Tho River 0 119 Ganhaizi reservoir 
12 Xi’er River reservoir (hydropower station) 120 Madian reservoir 
13 Mitz River 0 121 Sanjia reservoir 
14 Heihuijiang–Xi’er River 122 Mulberry Basket reservoir 
15 Chuchang River–Yubao River 123 Luojia Village 

Figure A2. Water system modeling for 2035 scenario produced with Cytoscape. The numbers
represent the node numbers, as specified in Schedules 1 and 2, and the arrows represent the direction
of the water flow.

Table A1. Node ordinal numbers and node names for 2020 scenario.

Node Name Node Name

1 Xiaoguan Village reservoir 109 Bingju River 1
2 Erhai Lake 110 Yuanjiang 0
3 Pindian Sea reservoir 111 Dalongtan reservoir
4 Qinghai Lake reservoir 112 Dalitang reservoir
5 Zhonghe 0 113 Manxianlin reservoir
6 Mici River 1 114 Golden Phoenix River
7 Zhonghe 1 115 Taoyuan River 0
8 Er Dian Qing 116 Youfengba reservoir
9 Hunsu Lake reservoir 117 Binchuan irrigation district
10 Zhonghe–Yupao River 118 Three Sentinel reservoir
11 Mi Tho River 0 119 Ganhaizi reservoir
12 Xi’er River reservoir (hydropower station) 120 Madian reservoir
13 Mitz River 0 121 Sanjia reservoir
14 Heihuijiang–Xi’er River 122 Mulberry Basket reservoir
15 Chuchang River–Yubao River 123 Luojia Village
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Node Name Node Name

16 Sancha River reservoir 124 Upper reaches of the Middle River
17 Heihuijiang 11 125 Koharuji reservoir
18 Qingshui River–Yubao River 126 Upper reaches of the Qingshui River
19 Heihuijiang 10 127 Dayokogi reservoir
20 Yubaojiang–Jinsha River 128 Jinsha River exit
21 Heihuijiang 9 129 Shaojia reservoir
22 Pingcheon River–Jinsha River 130 Lancang River
23 Heihuijiang 8 131 Shuangjian reservoir
24 Shipai Village reservoir 132 Lake Jubi reservoir
25 Rudila hydroelectric power station 133 Wash Matang reservoir
26 Heihuijiang 7 134 Dam reservoir
27 Ludila Eastern Line Project 135 Ba Chong Ji reservoir
28 Heihuijiang 6 136 Yamataka Village reservoir
29 Sangyuan River–Jinsha River 137 Luoguping reservoir
30 Boli River 1 138 Menghuaqi reservoir
31 Misa River–Heihui River 139 Xiaowan hydropower station
32 Buli River 2 140 Fuqing reservoir
33 Luoyu River–Jinsha River 141 Caryophyllum reservoir
34 Heihuijiang 5 142 East Great River
35 Boli River 3 143 Moon Ping reservoir
36 Boli River 4 144 Dabuntang reservoir
37 Heihuijiang 4 145 Longdushan reservoir
38 Yanggongjiang–Jinsha River 146 Xinxing Tho reservoir
39 Liuhe 147 Songping Whistle reservoir
40 Boli River 5 148 Celery Pond reservoir
41 Heihuijiang 3 149 Dayeping reservoir
42 Mulberry River 6 150 Forty Mile Pu reservoir
43 Wonjiang–Buli River 151 Fengyu River reservoir
44 Heihuijiang 2 152 Osmanthus reservoir
45 Songgui River–Yanggong River 153 Pine Garden reservoir
46 Mulberry River 5 154 Rear sea reservoir
47 Heihuijiang 1 155 Small river-bottom reservoir
48 Yanggongjiang 4 156 Longkaikou hydropower station
49 Yuanjiang 5 157 Longzikou reservoir
50 Misa River 3 158 Yulong reservoir
51 Mulberry River 4 159 Five Star reservoir
52 Yanggongjiang 3 160 Nanpo Qiao reservoir
53 Yuanjiang 4 161 Yanggongqi reservoir
54 Heihuijiang 0 162 Three-pot pile reservoir
55 Misa River 2 163 Shuangfeng reservoir
56 Mulberry River 3 164 Tianshengtang reservoir
57 Yanggongjiang 2 165 Peak reservoir
58 Taoyuan River–Heihui River 166 Huanghua reservoir
59 Leaky River 2 167 East River reservoir
60 Yanggongjiang 1 168 Weibaoshan reservoir
61 Yuanjiang 3 169 Baoyi reservoir
62 Misa River 1 170 Liliu reservoir
63 Sword Lake 171 Unity reservoir
64 Sword peach 172 Changle reservoir
65 Sangyuan River–Bingju River 173 New Ma reservoir
66 Leaky River 1 174 Shimen River reservoir
67 Phoenix Feather River 2 175 Flower Palanquin reservoir
68 Yuanjiang 2 176 Taiping reservoir
69 Misa River 0 177 Yanglongtan reservoir
70 Cow Street River 178 Nanzhuang reservoir
71 Taoyuan reservoir 179 Large slate reservoir
72 Bingju River 2 180 Zhongshan reservoir
73 Leaky River 001 181 Unity reservoir (Midu Prefecture)
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Node Name Node Name

74 Phoenix River 1 182 Horse wash pond reservoir
75 Yuanjiang 1 183 Laojunshan reservoir
76 Shin Misugi 184 Dianzhong River reservoir
77 Taoyuan River 1 185 Shilong reservoir
78 Shunxi River–Heihui River 186 Wulongba reservoir
79 Black Mud reservoir 187 Renchi Lake reservoir
80 Qingjianmei reservoir 188 Qiping reservoir
81 Drop Leak River 0 189 Shamo River reservoir
82 Haiyo reservoir 190 Wulongtan reservoir
83 Xiange reservoir 191 Meishui reservoir
84 Great Yindian reservoir 192 Tuguan Village reservoir
85 Luwo River Yuanjiang 193 Cuijiaqi reservoir
86 Longtan 194 Thatched lawn reservoir
87 Yanggongjiang 0 195 Hanlongtan reservoir
88 Buli River 0 196 General Temple reservoir
89 Heihuijiang 12 197 Haiyan Pond reservoir
90 Hirakawa Daigawa 1 198 Meilongtan reservoir
91 Sky high 199 Shizhuang Longtan reservoir
92 Shechasi reservoir 200 Shizhaizi Longtan reservoir
93 Mulberry River 1 201 Xilongtan reservoir
94 New Cedar 202 New reservoir
95 Five locks 203 Fir Tree reservoir
96 Pu Peng reservoir 204 Wumaolin reservoir
97 Changpoling reservoir 205 Suoshuige reservoir
98 Shunxi River 206 Mill Hoop reservoir
99 Chuchang River 1 207 Yuhua reservoir

100 Haixi Sea reservoir 208 Upper reaches of the Mantis River
101 Phoenix Feather River 0 209 Longmen reservoir
102 Chestnut Camp reservoir 210 Gaopingba reservoir
103 Yellow gravel mouth reservoir 211 Baiyiqi reservoir
104 Cow Street River 1 212 Twin Rivers reservoir
105 Yimin Sea reservoir 213 Houqi reservoir
106 Li Dazhuang reservoir 214 Yongfeng reservoir
107 Matsugui reservoir 215 Daganchang reservoir
108 Luwo River 1

Table A2. Node ordinal numbers and node names for 2035 scenario.

Node Name Node Name

1 Er Dian Qing 170 Sky high
2 Da Yin Dian Node 171 Li Dazhuang reservoir
3 Dian Lu Er 172 Xiangshui reservoir
4 Lu Di La Phase II Node 173 Haixi Sea reservoir
5 Lu Di La Bin Chuan Node 174 New Cedar
6 Dian Zhong 1 Node 175 Changpoling reservoir
7 Erhai Lake 176 Phoenix Feather River 0
8 Lu Di La East Line Project 177 Pu Peng reservoir
9 Sang Yuan River–Jinsha River 178 Chuchang River 4
10 Xian E reservoir 179 Matsugui reservoir
11 Mulberry River 5 180 Yellow gravel mouth reservoir
12 Mulberry River 6 181 Cow Street River 0
13 Yang Gongqi node 182 Upper reaches of the Qingshui River
14 Yimin Sea reservoir 183 Dalitang reservoir
15 Qinghai Lake node 184 Manxianlin reservoir
16 Mitho River 0 185 Taoyuan River 0
17 Qinghai Lake reservoir 186 Shunxi River 0
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Node Name Node Name

18 Middle River 0 187 Golden Phoenix River 0
19 Mitz River 1 188 Yanggongjiang 0
20 Xiaoguancun reservoir 189 Fengyi Town irrigation district
21 Haiyu reservoir (expansion) 190 Binchuan irrigation district
22 Central Yunnan 1, Midu County 2 191 Imported from Yunnan
23 Nakawa 1 192 Three Sentinel reservoir
24 Central Yunnan 1 Weishan County 193 Fengweiqi reservoir
25 Mitz River 0 194 Ganhaizi reservoir
26 Xi’er River Comprehensive Utilization Project 195 Mulberry River 2
27 Misa River–Heihui River 196 Hongqi reservoir
28 Heihuijiang–Xi’er River 197 Elephant fly reservoir
29 Shipai Village reservoir 198 Kumura reservoir
30 Boli River 3 199 Upper reaches of the Mulberry River
31 Luoyu River–Jinsha River 200 Youfengba reservoir
32 Middle River–Yubaojiang 201 Cuijiaqi reservoir
33 Yanggongjiang 5 202 Scorched stone reservoir
34 Misa River 3 203 Mulberry Basket reservoir
35 Central Yunnan 1, Midu County 1 204 Nantangzi reservoir
36 Maple River reservoir 205 Lake Jubi reservoir
37 Heihuijiang 2 206 Central Yunnan export
38 Yuanjiang 3 207 Liliu reservoir
39 Heihuijiang 3 208 Unity reservoir
40 Mulberry River 4 209 Wupanma reservoir
41 Wonjiang–Buli River 210 Wash Matang reservoir
42 Yuanjiang 5 211 Kamimura reservoir
43 Heihuijiang 7 212 Caohaizi reservoir
44 Shunxi River–Heihui River 213 Wulongba reservoir
45 Luwo River 1 214 Daisan Village reservoir
46 Taoyuan River–Heihui River 215 Menghuaqi reservoir
47 Mulberry River 1 216 Small river-bottom reservoir
48 Yuanjiang 1 217 Mozi buy reservoirs
49 Yuanjiang 2 218 Shimen River reservoir
50 Heihuijiang 12 219 Liping reservoir
51 Soil power 220 Thatched lawn reservoir
52 Heihuijiang 6 221 Mill Hoop reservoir
53 Tuguan Village reservoir 222 West River reservoir
54 Liuhe 223 Maanshan reservoir
55 Heihuijiang 57 224 Dabuntang reservoir
56 Sangyuan River–Bingju River 225 Green Pond reservoir
57 Unity reservoir (Midu Prefecture) 226 Yanjianqiao reservoir
58 Heihuijiang 56 227 Large slate reservoir
59 Cow Street River 228 Dayeping reservoir
60 East Great River 229 Xuchang reservoir
61 Yanggongjiang 4 230 Large seawater reservoir
62 Xi’er River reservoir (hydropower station) 231 Luojia Village
63 Luwo River 0 232 Forty Mile Pu reservoir
64 Mulberry River 3 233 Nangouqi reservoir
65 Sharpening Basket reservoir 234 Snow Mountain River reservoir
66 Phoenix Feather River 2 235 Wumaolin reservoir
67 Misa River 2 236 Yamataka Village reservoir
68 Leaky River 2 237 Qingshui River–Yubao River
69 Leaky River 1 238 Temple Street River reservoir
70 Yuanjiang 0 239 Pine Garden reservoir
71 2 nodes in Yunnan 240 Osmanthus reservoir
72 Chuchang River–Yubao River 241 Upper reaches of the Middle River
73 Misa River 1 242 Bijiaqi reservoir
74 Heihuijiang 1 243 Longzikou reservoir
75 Xinxing Tho reservoir 244 East River reservoir
76 Leaky River 12 245 Moon Ping reservoir
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Node Name Node Name

77 Yanggongjiang–Jinsha River 246 Pulling reservoir
78 Boli River 1 247 Fengyu River reservoir
79 Great Yindian reservoir 248 Jindan reservoir
80 Heihuijiang 1113 249 Rear sea reservoir
81 Chuchang River 1 250 Pengjiazhuang reservoir
82 Heihuijiang 5 251 Hubanchang reservoir
83 Boli River 4 252 Jinsha River exit
84 Songgui River–Yanggong River 253 Five Star reservoir
85 Heihuijiang 8 254 Nanpo Qiao reservoir
86 Heihuijiang 0 255 Backyard Hoop reservoir (expansion)
87 Misa River 0 256 Baiyiqi reservoir
88 Mitho River 2 257 Dam reservoir
89 Heihuijiang 1112 258 Ba Chong Ji reservoir
90 Heihuijiang 110 259 Sydney Tree reservoir
91 Heihuijiang 13 260 Songping Whistle reservoir
92 Qingjianmei reservoir 261 Celery Pond reservoir
93 Phoenix River 4 262 Shifang River reservoir
94 Heihuijiang 4 263 Fuqing reservoir
95 Buli River 2 264 Koharuji reservoir
96 Heihuijiang 9 265 Dahuofang reservoir
97 Mitho River 1 266 Baoyi reservoir
98 Yuanjiang 4 267 Chuchang River 3
99 Heihuijiang 11 268 Little Nishigo reservoir

100 Heihuijiang 111 269 Shilong reservoir
101 Houzhuang River reservoir 270 Thunder Temple reservoir
102 Heihuijiang 10 271 Shaojia reservoir
103 Shechasi reservoir 272 Longwangmiao reservoir
104 Boli River 5 273 Xinping reservoir
105 Heihuijiang 910 274 Shuangjian reservoir
106 Luwo River Yuanjiang 275 Dressing River
107 Yuanjiang 23 276 Gooden River reservoir
108 Phoenix River 3 277 White Mountain Mother reservoir
109 Mulberry River 7 278 Upper reaches of the Mantis River
110 Five locks 279 Longmen reservoir
111 Cow Street River 1 280 Wanhuaxi reservoir
112 Misa River 7 281 Gaopingba reservoir
113 Kokura reservoir 282 Baiyiqi reservoir
114 Pindian Sea reservoir 283 Baiyiqi reservoir (expansion)
115 Muddy water reservoir 284 Zhongshan reservoir
116 Leaky River 001 285 Nanzhuang reservoir
117 Leaky River 01 286 Weibaoshan reservoir
118 Heihuijiang 11–12 287 Xiaowan hydropower station
119 Yuanjiang 6 288 White Stone River reservoir
120 Heihuijiang 12–13 289 Lu River reservoir
121 Misa River 4 290 Wuligang reservoir
122 Heihuijiang 23 291 Pear orchards and reservoirs
123 Yanggongqi reservoir 292 Caryophyllum reservoir
124 Misa River 6 293 Wuben reservoir
125 Xigou River reservoir 294 Yanglongtan reservoir
126 Dianzhong River reservoir 295 Qingshui River reservoir
127 Sancha River reservoir 296 Bowl Bowl Hoop reservoir
128 Misa River 5 297 Three-pot pile reservoir
129 Suoshuige reservoir 298 Changle reservoir
130 Sanjia reservoir 299 Guiziqi reservoir
131 Flower Car reservoir (expansion) 300 Twin Rivers reservoir
132 Longdushan reservoir 301 Houqi reservoir
133 Misa River 01 302 Yongfeng reservoir
134 Rudila Phase I 303 Shuangfeng reservoir
135 Drop Leak River 0 304 Yulong reservoir
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136 Pot Factory River reservoir 305 Daganchang reservoir
137 Yanggongjiang 34 306 Wenkai reservoir
138 Sword peach 307 Backyard Hoop reservoir
139 Yanggongjiang 3 308 Dutian reservoir
140 Sword Lake 309 Xinfa reservoir
141 Bingju River 2 310 New Ma reservoir
142 Yanggongjiang 2 311 Tianshengtang reservoir
143 Rudila hydroelectric power station 312 Peak reservoir
144 Taoyuan reservoir 313 Mantis River reservoir
145 Qinghe reservoir 314 Tailaping reservoir
146 Yanggongjiang 1 315 Huanghua reservoir
147 Pingcheon River–Jinsha River 316 Iron Gate reservoir
148 Taoyuan River 1 317 Snow Field reservoir
149 Phoenix River 1 318 Horse wash pond reservoir
150 Shunxi River 1 319 Taiping reservoir
151 Golden Phoenix River 320 Jiangchangqi reservoir
152 Black Mud reservoir 321 Wulongtan reservoir
153 Shin Misugi 322 Qiping reservoir
154 Renchi Lake reservoir 323 Shamo River reservoir
155 Longtan 324 Laojunshan reservoir
156 Bingju River 1 325 Fumin reservoir
157 Madian reservoir 326 Hanlongtan reservoir
158 Tholy River 01 327 General Temple reservoir
159 Yubaojiang–Jinsha River 328 Haiyan Pond reservoir
160 Hu Mao 329 Meilongtan reservoir
161 Longkaikou hydropower station 330 Shizhuang Longtan reservoir
162 Chestnut Camp reservoir 331 Shizhaizi Longtan reservoir
163 Buli River 0 332 Caohai Dalongtan reservoir
164 Hirakawa Daigawa 1 333 Xilongtan reservoir
165 Chuchang River 2 334 Meishui reservoir
166 Pear five 335 Dalongtan reservoir
167 Yuhua reservoir 336 New reservoir
168 Dayokogi reservoir 337 Fir Tree reservoir
169 Luoguping reservoir
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